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Abstract
The continuous increase of biomedical scholarly publications makes it challenging to
construct document recommendation algorithms to navigate through literature, an important
feature for researchers to keep up with relevant publications. Understanding semantic
relatedness and similarity between two documents could improve document
recommendations. The objective of this study is performing a comparative analysis of
vector-based approaches to assess document similarity in the RELISH corpus. Here we
present our approach to compare five different techniques to generate vectors representing the
text in the documents. These techniques employ a combination of various Natural Language
Processing frameworks such as Word2Vec, Doc2Vec, dictionary-based Named Entity
Recognition as well as state-of-the-art models based on BERT.
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1. Introduction
Recommendation systems are a successful method to cope with information overload wrt scientific
publications [1]. For biomedical publications, PubMed Related Articles (PMRA) [2] is still considered
the de facto standard; however, Natural Language Processing (NLP) advances, including
word-embeddings, offer alternative paths to improve the state of the art and explore further similarity,
relatedness and relevance. The RELISH [3] dataset corresponds to a document-to-document relevance
assessment (definitely relevant, partially relevant, non-relevant) that can be used for comparing,
improving and translating newly developed literature search techniques, including recommendation
systems. Here we present OntoClue, a framework to compare different approaches to generate vectors
for articles in the RELISH corpus.
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2. OntoClue framework
OntoClue can be summarized in the following steps: (i) retrieve title and abstract for the RELISH
articles in XML recording those that cannot be retrieved, (ii) trim the RELISH corpus so it includes
only retrieved articles, (iii) reduce the RELISH corpus so only relevance assessment for which there is
a clear consensus are kept, (iv) connect approaches to be compared by OntoClue in a workflow
fashion, (v) optimize the approaches using an Area Under the Curve (AUC) approach, (vi) evaluate
precision and cumulative gain for each approach using the optimal parameters, (vii) provide
comparison tables for the different approaches. The hyperparameter optimization follows a
multi-classification approach using Cosine Similarity intervals from 0 to 1 with increments of 0.1 and
counting the number of definitely relevant, partially relevant and non-relevant RELISH pairs for each
interval. The optimization is based on the best AUC score obtained from different hyperparameter
combinations for each participating approach. The optimization can also be simplified to two classes
by combining definitely and partially relevant into one single class “relevant”.

We are testing and tuning our OntoClue framework with five approaches: (i) Doc2Vec [4],
existing approach for document vectors; (ii) word2doc2vec, in-house approach to document vectors;
(iii) whatizit-dictionary, using Whatizit [5], a dictionary-based named entity recognition approach;
(iv) hybrid-doc2vec, combination of Doc2Vec and Whatizit; and (v) a BERT-based approach using
BERT pre-trained models (all of the others are trained with the RELISH articles only).

3. Future Work
We plan to use our OntoClue framework to compare the five mentioned approaches so we can select
the best approach to propose a new recommendation system that should cover not only the biomedical
domain but also the agricultural one as they correspond to our use case LIVIVO, the ZB MED
literature portal. The recommendation system should also integrate multilingualism as LIVIVO
contains publications in English, German, French, Portuguese and Spanish. In addition, we want to
support coverage for non-traditional, e.g., data and software, and non-peer-reviewed journal
publications, e.g., conference papers and preprints.
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